
Advanced Composition II: Art in Culture 
English 201-209 (3052) 

Spring 2018    MWF 11-11:50    CH 243 

 

I reserve the right to alter the course schedule should the need arise. However, you will be informed in advance of any schedule 

changes. 

 

 

professor: Nicole Lawrence 

office: Corbly Hall 455 

e-mail: lawrence14@marshall.edu 

phone: 304-696-6515 

office hours: MW 1:30-4; T 8:30-10:30 

       🕗           F 8-11 (online) 

Course Description 

 

English Composition II is a core course that utilizes themes such as Art in Culture as a way to build upon the particular 

disciplinary conversations that you’d like to have in your own writing. We will explicate, critique, demystify, and analyze 

an array of culture artifacts including poetry, film, essays, theory, and photographs. These skills will empower and prepare 

you for academic discourse. By the end of the semester you will have the equivalent of twenty-five typed, double-spaced 

pages. 

 

Catalog description: “an advanced composition course centered on critical reading, writing, and research skills.” (PR: 

Grade of C or better in ENG 101) 

 

Texts. Additional Reading, and Other Materials 

Berger, John. Ways of Seeing, Penguin Books for Art: 2008 (1972). (9780140135152)  

MLA Handbook 8th Edition.  (9781603292627) 

 

Over the course of the semester I will provide readings through MU Online. You can access these readings through our 

course tab on Blackboard. Be sure to keep points on your MU card for printing. Be sure to check MU Online regularly 

for updates and announcements too. Again, the texts we will be analyzing covers an array of cultural objects, including 

essays, poems, art, and film. All readings must be completed by the class time assigned. Bring copies of readings to class. 

 

Course Learning Outcomes 

 

Course Student Learning Outcomes: How students will practice 

each outcome in this course: 

How student achievement 

of outcome will be assessed 

in this course: 

Students will demonstrate rhetorical 

knowledge across contexts and audiences. 

Activities include reading 

responses and class discussion. 

Navigation through a variety of 

genres and artifacts. 

Film Analysis with a Lens 

Research Based Analysis 

Reading responses 

Students will develop writing projects 

through multiple drafts. 

Activities include collaborative 

research, research, discussion 

Film Analysis with a Lens 

Research Based Analysis 

Reading responses 

Students will apply knowledge of 

information literacy and ethical citation 

practices. 

Activities include library 

instruction, revision, peer 

review 

Film Analysis with a Lens 

Research Based Analysis 

Annotated bibliography 
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Course Policies 

 

Attendance: Attendance is essential for your success in this course. Over the course of the semester, you may be absent 

three times without penalty. I recommend allotting these for emergencies or illnesses. Each absence beyond these three 

will lower your final course grade by a third of a letter (A- to B+, etc.) Please consult Marshall University’s Absence 

Policy for more information: http://www.marshall.edu/student-affairs/files/2011/08/Marshall-University-Class-Absence-

Policy.pdf 

 

Assignments: I do not accept late work unless university excused. All assignments must be in proper formatting, stapled, 

and typed and turned in to me in person, not via email. 

 

Reading Responses: To exercise comprehension and to practice close reading, a total of eight responses are required. 

Each response must be 400-500 words, single-spaced, and include an additional list of definitions of particularly difficult 

or intriguing vocabulary (culled from the readings). For definitions of words use Marshall’s OED (Oxford English 

Dictionary) Online database. Reading responses should not contain any summarization of the text, but should rather focus 

on a particular aspect of the reading that warrants closer examination. Be particular and specific. On your assignment you 

will receive either a  -,,  or +, each with their respective points of 6, 8, and 10. 

 

Revision: Revision and peer review are key components to composition. Additional to this process, you are free to revise 

one graded essay for a new grade. If you do decide to revise, the graded draft, the new final draft, and all peer review 

comments must be turned in by Thanksgiving Break. 

 

Conferences: Throughout the semester I will meet with all of you and discuss your strengths and any concerns you might 

have. This is meant to reassure you and your approach to your essays.  

 

Academic Dishonesty: Plagiarism will not be tolerated. Academic dishonesty consists of presenting the ideas (written or 

otherwise) of another person without due credit. Because this class is centered on the integration of research it is 

important to understand that even unintentional plagiarism is still plagiarism. Any case of plagiarism will result in an 

automatic 0 on the assignment—for a repeated offense, an F for the course. Familiarize yourself with university policy 

and what all that entails.  

 

Electronics: No cell phone or laptop use during class unless it is directly relevant to our coursework. Please refrain from 

the use of mobile devices for texting, facebook, checking email or any activities unrelated to class discussion. If you must 

use your phone for some reason during class time, please excuse yourself from the classroom. You will be marked absent 

for any instances of distracting technology used during class time. However, feel free to use any tablets or phones as 

supplementation to class discussion.  

Students will apply knowledge of sentence-

level mechanics and usage. 

Activities include explicating 

readings, identification 

exercises, revision 

Quizzes, and implementation 

in papers.  
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Writing Center: I implore you to see the folks at the Writing Center at least once this semester. The Writing Center is 

located on the 2nd floor of Drinko Library. Go to their website for more information: http://muwww-

new.marshall.edu/writingcenter/ 

 

University Policies 

By enrolling in this course, you agree to the University Policies listed below. Please read the full text of each policy be 

going to www.marshall.edu/academic-affairs and clicking on “Marshall University Policies.”  Or, you can access the 

policies directly by going to http://www.marshall.edu/academic-affairs/?page_id=802 [Academic Dishonesty/ Excused 

Absence Policy for Undergraduates/ Computing Services Acceptable Use/ Inclement Weather/ Dead Week/ Students with 

Disabilities/ Academic Forgiveness/ Academic Probation and Suspension/ Academic Rights and Responsibilities of 

Students/ Affirmative Action/ Sexual Harassment] 

 

Major Assignments 

For essay 1 you will analyze a film’s representation of an issue, question, or phenomenon using evidence from one or 

more film scenes. Perform a close analysis of your chosen scene(s) and develop a thesis that engages specific cinematic 

details to form an argument about the film as a whole. Apply an essay as a lens to extend and complicate your argument, 

using the essay in service of your essay’s larger goal: to enhance the reader’s understanding of the film. (4-5 pages).  

Due 2/23 

Essay 2 builds on contextual and visual analysis along with research from your annotated bibliography by advancing an 

original interpretation of a moment, figure, or phenomenon. This essay puts visual analysis in conversation with research 

and then s asks to complicate and extend findings by placing them in conversation with theoretical lenses (7-10 pages). 

Due 4/27 

 

Grading Policy & Coursework 

Students MUST receive a grade of “C” or better in ENG 201. Students who receive a grade of “D” in ENG 201 must 

repeat the course for a higher grade. 

A 

Above and 

Beyond  

    100     A+ 

94-99 A 

90-93 A- 

 

 

B 

Really Good 

87-89 B+ 

84-86 B 

80-83 B- 

  

C 

Satisfactory 

77-79 C+ 

74-76 C 

70-73 C- 
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Grade Breakdown  

Reading responses (10 points each) 80 

Quizzes/in-class prompts/participation 50 

Film Analysis + Scene Analysis 150 

Annotated Bibliography + Visual Analysis 100 

Extended Research Paper 200 

Total Points 580 

 

Course Schedule 

 

Week  

1 (1/8, 1/10, 1/12) Hello!  

2 (1/15, 1/17, 1/19) Martin Luther King, Jr. Holiday—University Closed Monday; film 

components; John Berger’s Ways of Seeing,  Psycho, Graeber. “The 

Method” RR1 

3 (1/22, 1/24, 1/26) Ex Machina, Foucault RR2 

4 (1/29, 1/31, 2/2) Coppola, “In Praise of Shadows” RR3 

5 (2/5, 2/7, 2/9) Monster Culture, Peele, RR4 

6 (2/12, 2/14, 2/16) RR5, Film Analysis with a Lens rough draft due 

7 (2/19, 2/21, 2/23) Film Analysis with a Lens due 2/23 

8 (2/26, 2/28, 3/2) Midterms; Ekphrastic poetry, Kwaidan RR6 

9 (3/5, 3/7, 3/9) Lockwood, Why Look At Animals RR7 

10 (3/12, 3/14, 3/16) Berger chapter 1-2, 4, Wes Anderson RR8 

11 (3/19, 3/21, 3/23) Spring Break! 

12 (3/26, 3/28, 3/30) Visual Analysis Due 

13 (4/2, 4/4, 4/6) Library Instruction, Annotated Bibliography due 

14 (4/9, 4/11, 4/13) Introductions and Conclusions/Paragraph workshop 

15 (4/16, 4/18, 4/20) Conferences 

16 (4/23, 4/25, 4/27) Final Research Based Analysis due 4/27 

  

 


